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ABSTRACT

This report presents a simplified method for the analytical determin.
ation of the transient and steady-state pattern characteristics of an
antenna for arbitrary time signals and arbitrary aperture distributions.
For uniform aperture illumination, the pattern response of an antenna for
any time signal, no matter how complicated, can be found through simple
shifts of the signal, and both the transient and the steady-state behavior
can be determined without performing any integration. Examples are given
for responses to suddenly applied excitations, to rectangular pulses, to
excitations for electronic scanning, and to time signals in a pulse-
compression system. For pulse signals, a steady state is not reached in
any given direction, 0, if the duration of the pulse T is less than (W/c)
sin e, where a is maxim=m aperture dimension and c is velocity of lighit.
Graphical representations for easy interpretation of the different states
of pattern characteristics are included.
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TRANSIENT AND STEADY-STATE ANTENNA PAIVEMN CHARACTERISTICS

FOR ARBITRARY TIME SIGMIS

by

Fung-I Tseng and David K. Cheng

El.ecLfi.al Engineeri.ng Department

Syracuse University

Syracuse, New York

I. INTROjDCTION

In the consideration of antenna systems it is geoerally assumed that

pattern characteristics are established iastant-neously upon excitation.

However, in many moder- applications the use of antennas of huge dimensions

aud +ime pulses of very short duration creates a situation where the

transient behavior is of practical importance. Because electrcgnetic

waves travel with a fi-ite velocity, the effects at a point in the far

zone due to excitations in different parts of a large antenna are nct

simu.ltanrou.,. Not until a steady &tate is reached can we meaningfuly

d'scuss pattern characteristics such as beanvidth, sidelobe level, etc.
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The transient behavior of aperture antennas has been studied by

Polk. It was pointed out that the transient conditions in the re'iation

pattern of an antenna depend upon the anenna size, the carrier frequency

and duration of the time signal, and the amplitude and phase distributions

over the antenna aperture. On account of the necessity oi evaluating

infinite integrals by the theory of residues, Polk's procedure is relatively

involved even for the simplest types of time signal and aperture distribution,

and, unless great care is exercises, it may lead to erroneous results. 2

For more complicated time signal" and aperture distributions, the integral

expressions tend to be such that their evaluation will become extremely

difficult, if not impossible.

Thi:ýr•epcrt presents a simplified approach for the analytical

determination of the transient and steady-state pattern characteristics

cf an antenna for arbitrary time signals and arbitrary aperture dis'ributicri•.

It is riot necessary to take the Fourier transform of the time signal or to

evaluate complicated inverse transforms. It will be shown that for a

uniform aperture di3tribution the pattern response Df an antenna for any

time signal can te found through simple shifts or the signal; both the

4 transient and the steady-state behavior can be determined without perfor=ning

any integration. Examples are given vhich will show the comparative ease
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with which rome of the results of Polk and Mayoi' 2 can be obtained.

Of special interest are antenna pattern responses to excitations

fir electronic scanning and to time signals used in a pulse-co)mpression

system. Thefe situations can be handled without difficulty with the

present method. In elctronic scanning one must be sure that the rate

at which the main beam of the radiation pattern reaches its steady-state

be faster than that at which the beam scans. In a pulse-compression

system, the signal is both time-limited and frequency-modulated and it

is of practical interest to determine antenna pattern responses to

such signals. It will be shown that there are in general five different

states of pattern responses to pulse signals and that the boundaries of

these states can be visualized easily with t.e aid of a grapnical

represent-at.ion.

II.THE BASIC A-DRMJIATION

in this section we shall derive the basic equation which holds for

a >irrent f':nction

i(x,t) = A(x)f(t), (I)

where A(x) describes an arbitrary space distribution and f(t) is an arbitrary

: rztion of time. Only ne-dimensional space variation is considered;

extensiorn of the results to the two-dimensional case is trivial when the

5pa:e distribution is sept.'able in the two dimensions.

Let !(x,. be the Fourier transform of i(x,t) in (1).

I(x,w) A(x)F(4) i(x,t) e- dt (2)



and
2n~t = o I I(x, w) e "' dw.

Tlhe far-zone electric field due to a single-frequency source A(x)exP(jwt)

is given by

EB(6, 't]) = p ejW[t] A(x) eij(I/c) sin 9 d, (4)

where B is the distance to -he center (x = 0) of the antenna, c is the

ve.ocity of light, 8 is the angle measured from the broadside direction,

and (t] is the retarded time:

[ti = t - R

For the arbitrary sotuce distribution i(x,t) the radiation field is from

(2) and (4),

Noting from that

(x , [t] JWI(X,) e jw(t] + t Sin

t tI + 2S s in ac

"oJ�~ I(x,(t + sin 0 ), (7)

* his expression is different frcc _that used by Polk who condidered an
ap-erture field excitation. Eq. (4) 1iolds for a current source (see
r'-ference [31l) and for large source dimensions such that th~e angle
of ingtrest if smail (COS t =a).
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we write (6) as
go

E(,t 4) -R i(f,[t , sin e) dx. (8)

Putting (1) in (8), we have

E(O, [t]) = ý- A(x) (t] f([t + 2 sin 0) dx. (9)

Equation (9), which is not in the form of a Fourier integral, is a

basic relation that will facilitate subsequent considerations.

III. GENTRAL BEHAVIOR OF FINITE APERI¶RES

It is obvious that (9) can be written alternatively as

11 0c 000[ A(x) f ([t ] + x sin 9) dx. (10)%(,[] -; T-Rsin 897

Integrating (10) by parts and noting that, for finite apertures, A(m) =

A(-oo) = 0, we obtain

o A'(x) f(ft] + r sin 0) dx, (1
4yR sin "

where A'(x) - dA(x)/dx, and f(t) is bounded for all t.

If we have a uniform source distribution over the finite aperture,

-a/2 < x < a/2,

A(x) = 1ect (X)

- fi, for -a/2 < x < a/2

, elsewhere,

then

A'(x) 5(x + b(X - ). (l:)

Substitution of (13) in (1i) yields the integrated result by inspection:



E(0,[t] ) - a {in]- sin e) - f([t] + a sin 4)

By writing a
u - sin e,

we obtain the following simple expression for the far-zone electric

field of an uniform line source in which the current varies as an

arbitrary function of time f(t):

E(ut)-°a j f([t] + u) - f([t] - u)t. (16)

Reciprocity relationship tells us that (16) also represents the response

of a receiving antenna to an ,bitrary time signal f(t). Note that (16)

is expressed in terms of the given time function, requires no integrations,

and gives the response in a simple manner no matter how complicated f(t)

is. Both transient and steady-state behaviors can be determined from (16).

If
f(t) = e JW0t 01.7)

it is readily verified that (16) yields the well-known form ct' steady-

state, single-frequency response:

J oPoa eJUolt] sin wu (

0~W u
0

For an anitenn~a array of N discrete, equally spaced (spacing d) elements,

we may write N-1

i(xt) . f(t) Z A(x) (x - md) , (19)

M=O

where A (md) represents the strength of the discrete current source at

x = md. Substitution of (19) in (8) gives
N-1Sd•t md (0

F(N(etJ) _ o A (md) f([tJ + E- sin e). 20)

m-O
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By setting f(t) -exp(jw 0 t), (20) reduces to

EN(e, [ti) - N eJ•° FN(e), (21)

where -N-1 •

N(e) o (md) eim(aod/c) sir, 9 (22)

is the well-known pattern function of an N-element discrete array for

single-frequency operation.

IV. RESPONSES TO SUDDEN EXCITATIONS

For sudden excitations uniformly applied to an antenna of a finite

aperture we set

i(x,t) = Rect (I)fl(t)U(t), (23)

where U(t) is a unit step function applied at t = 0. Substitution

of f 1 (t)U(t) for f(t) in (16) yields the desired response directly. As

an example, let us assume f 1 (t) M sin W0 t. f
f(t) - (sin w t) U(t). (24)

Substitution of (24) in (16) gives
°a •s

E(u,[t]) 0--- in w (It) + u) • u([t]+ u) - sin w ([t] - u)

U (it) - u) (25)

Interpretation of (25) is facilitated by Fig. 1. In Fig. l(a)

4I
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(a)

u([t] + u)

7. T- tT - ,I

SI
(b) ("L4[ti)

-- -ransiet Steady
radiation state

-U0 u

Fig. 1 - Pertaining to response for uniformly excited aperture to
suddenly applied sinusoidal time signal.
(a) Two step-functions in Eq. (25).
(b) Transient and steady-state regions.

are shown the step functions signifying the starting times of the two

terms in (25). These twu '.erms combine z-o give the three distinct reglonq

shown in Fig. i(O). Writing the expressions for E(u,f[t]) in these regions

separately, wt h.avc

E-o, Ui .- (26a)

-r . t > (

8



2Eqs. (26) check with those given by Mayo. We have obtained them here

with a much simpler procedure.

The response to a 3uddenly applied sinusoidal signal for an antenna

with tapered space distribution can also be easily determined and

interpreted. For example, for the case of cosine illumination

A(x) = cos (ih) Rect(2) (27a)

f(t) - (sin w t)U(t), (27b)

substitution of (27a) and (27b) in (11) gives the transient and steady-

state responses, which check with the corrected versions of Mayo. 2

V,. RESPONSES TO RECTANGULAR PULSES

When a rectangular pulse of duration T superimposed upon a carrier

with angular frequency w is applied on an antenna of finite dimension

jx] <! a/2, the transient pattern behavior becomes rather complex since

the different interrelationships among the four quantities It), u, a, and

T, Jad to five different combinations. We choose a cosine space distribution

to illustrate our method:

A(x) - cos (Qx) • Rect(x) (28a)

f(t) = sin u t Rect(t). (28b)
0 T

Substituting (26a) and (26b) in (11) and noting (15), we have

E(u,[tJ) n-2 Rect(-) sin W (It) + 2 x) sin " dx, (29)
x1

weex+ (50)where xI - (it 2 T) a_

2,a)

and x -(t )-(1
2 2 2u

9}



Eq. (29) involves only a simple integration over the range xl x < x2.

Because of the function Rect(x/a), the integral will have contribution

only when the range of integration overlaps with the range of the finite

aperture -a/2 < x < a/2. Proper evaluation of (29) depends upon whether

_a is greater or less than T/2. In each case, five di ferent situations

may be recognized. (u is taken to be positive here).

Case I: u !5 T/2 (x2 - xI = T a/2u > a).

(I-a) x> a/ 2, or [t] < - (T/2 + u).

E = 0. (328)

(I-b) -8/2 < x.! < a/2 < x2, or -(T/2 + u) < It) <-(T/2 - u).

E 0 0 cos Wo([t] + u)
2 22

t- 4w u

0_. sin [ sin 2 2u 2
2T 2ou 20 x + 2w u

n-2w u 0

(32b)

(I-c) x,< -a/2 < a/2 < x2, or -(T/2 - u):< It] < T/2 -u.

E 0 Cos" 4U cos w [t]C 2R 2 22 0
if -w u (5c

Note that this is the steady-state region.

(I-d) x < -a/2 < x< a/2, or T/2 - u < [t)< T/2 + u.

11



E 0oaW0 cos W"([t] - u)
d _ -( 4 w2 u2

- a IJ
0

~_. T sin + LIt] -- (32d)

n- -2cau •+2wu"
0 0

(I-e) x2 <- a/2, or [t]> T/2 + u.

Ee = 0. (32e)

Case II: u > T/2 (x 2 - X > a).

The situations here are the same as those for Case I above except

for (I-c), since the situation in (I-c) no longer exists. The new

conditions are:

(-) -a/2 < x < x2 < a/2, or -(u - T/2) <_ [t] < u -T/2.

E A oa sin- (t -2w u) . sin ( + 2w u) 0 U.1).
0u 0 0

c=- 1- v - 2wo u+ 2wou 1 2o( u,,

As contrast to the case in (I-c), (33) does not represent a steady- j
state situation, which is never reached for u > T/2. Within the regiou

(II-c), radiation is due to an aperture of a reduced width (x2 - xl) I
Ta/2u and lasts for a duration equal to (2u - T), during which time the

effective part of the aperture shifts from one end of the physical

aperture to the other. A graphical interpretation for the transient

Rnd steady-state regions of Case I is given in Fig. 2.



S-.(U' I I)

'Cu, [ t])

-tg uj i- u)

2 U

t •6 - rarnsiei _ stieady ransient r o
radiation stateadiation

"-u -- + 1

)

Fig. 2 - Regicns of response for aperture with cosire illumination to
rectangular pulses of sinusoidal carrier, T > 2u.

VI. RESPONSES TO EXCITATIONS FOR ELECTRONIC SCANNING

The consideration of the transient behavior of an aitenna for

electronic scanning is Important becat~se of the necessity for

ascertaining that the main beam of the radiation pattern reaches its

steady state at a rate faster than the rate of scan. For scanninf-,

the excitation function i(x,t) 7an iot be written in a separable form

with respect to x and t a. in (!). Hcwever, the condition of

separability was not really required f.or the derivation of (a); it

was a matter of simple s, erp t on af antenna responses to

components of the for ':(x,=)exp( ). Formal 'us*-ifi7a•at•n of the

above statement lies in the e-sence of sGuion of iohoczogeneous

differential equations by Fc:'rier anal-VSis.

12



Let us consider the case of a discrete, N-element, equispace,

phased array as shown in Fig. 5. The elements along tne array carry

equal currents and are fed through feeders with progressive phase shifts

o d 2d md (N-l)d

Fig. 3 - An N-element equispace scanning array.

which vciry in accordance with a sinusoidal time modulation. We writ,,.
N-1

i(x,t) s Z b(x - md) cos w0 (t - px), (54)

m-O

where Is is the strength of the discrete elements and

p - (ft/ 0)sin 2t. (55)

0 in (35) is a system kcnstant which determines the maximum scan angle and

a is the angular frequency of moduiation (scanning). Substituting (34)

in (8), we obtain

V Cos8 e N-1
E09oOt ) a COS ([t] + -sin sn)

LI'
m=O

-9d sin 9 ([t] + d sin 8)J. (36)

We havŽ restored the factor ros 9 here because we can no longer assume

a smaiI angle oIf nterest in case of bcanning antennas (sae footnote in

15



The sine function in (36) can be expanded, and when

jL(N L)d .in? << 1i (37)

which is usually satisfied because of the small 12, (36) can be written

approximately %s
SsN-i

.E(e[t]) ----- tcsca [t] + u}F mo,--

t sos 0 sin o22•.R •r• •n(,/2) 0o %t +• •

where

w -id(lain L sin 2 It). (59)

If, in addition,

OJI(N-I)d << 2w (0

* (38) reduc -9 to

Icoo sin Nu (v- sin g[t]) )

sin w (V Pd sin [)
0

•sin w{(t' + (N-1)(v sin 2[t 41}

where v - (d/2c)sln 0. (-2)

it is clear that E(v,[tl) in ('.1) re-resents a pattern vith a (sin rO) s4L.

envelope. The main team of the pattern points in the direction where

0 0, i.e., where

V 4~ sqý of+)" v --. i s n Q[t,

Mhe rate of scan can be formed by zoebining (42) and (•) and takirng

1)'



derivatives with respect to t:

d I Wcos Cos 2t) (44)
0

which, in view of (40), becomes

c<< o i cout ec" (4t(5a

Since the right-hand side of this inequality assumes the smallest value when

cos 8 is unity, we can write (45) as

2 (46)
"dmax. akt

where At is the time required for the wave to travel the length of the

array. Similarly, (37) can be re-viItten as

<< 1 (47)

Pattern distortion will result if either (46) or (47) ip not satisfied.

VII. RESPONSES T TIOJ* SIGNAlS IN A PULSE-CCiPRESSION SYSTEM

Time signals in a pulse-compression system are pulses of long duration
6

with a frequency-modulated carrier. It Is of icterest to study the

transient and steady-state behavior of an antenna in response to such

signals. Let us zonsider

i(x,t) - Re,-t ()et ()co(t+c'),(~
w!..i~h represents a pulse-compression ratio / ix. By (1 6 ),ve find the

response directly.

ict T Fqts [W + u) + C(It] u)+U

S- cosw(LtI _ u) + C .)21

Ret5



Five different states can be recognized from (49) if T > 2u(u>O).

(a) Ea(U,[tl) = 0, for [t)< - (T/2 + u). (50a)

aa 21-

(b) Fb(u,[t]) - Cos [([UtJ t u) t (t+ u)j U)2n'R (50bi

for -(T/2 + a) < [t] < - (T/2 - u).

pa0 2
(c) F (ut]) I sin(w + 2c[t])u sin(W it] + E[t] 2 + ),2 50)hit 4 Ru a

for -(T/i - u) < [t] < (T/2 - u).

(a)Eu ] -E cos t] - u) -f c([t] - u)2] (50d)

for (T/2 - u) <[t < (T/2 + u).

(e) Ee(U,[tJ) = 3, for it] > (T/2 + u). (50e)

A graphical in*erpretation which affords a good overall view of the

five states is shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that the time at which a steady

Tr~ans. \r. ra:• is

(a) - 1 (d (e)

,.radiatloa stt. • radiatlon(L

N0-

[•g,4 - egi~ors of resperise for uniformly excited aperture to

signals In a pulse-compressioln system.



state is established and the duration of the steady state depend on the

value of u (and therefore 0). When u > T/2, or T < 2u, the steady state

is never reached and the response simply cunsists of two regions of

transient states. The figure also enables us to visualize the state ofi

respoase of the antenna in various directions for a given value of

it] - t - R/c. The lower half of Fig. 4 is for negative values of u and

is obtained easily by an extension of the upper half in accordance with (46).

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

A simplified method for the analytical determination of the transient

and steady-state pattern characteristics of an antenna in response to

arbitrary time signals has been presented. In the case of a uniformly

illuminated aperture, the present formulation is particularly advantageous,

being able to yield the desired response through simple shifts of the

signal regardless of how complicated the latter is. No integrations are

involved and the overall behavior is easily interpreted. The method is,

however, not limited to the case of uniformly illuminated apertures.

Convenient graphical representations indicating the dependence of the

transient and steady-state regions upon time, distance, direct...on,

aperture dimension, and pulse duration are also given.

In general, for suddenly applied excitations, there is a region of
a/

no radiation until t = (R - ! sin 6)/c when the transient state begins.

The transient state goes on for a period equal to 2u - (a/c)sin e and the

steady state is establialed at the end of this period. For time signals

with a rectangular envelope (rectangular pulses), there are five different

states for the response if the duration of the pulse, T, is greater than

17
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or equal to 2u. The steady state lasts for a period equal to (T - 2u).

If T < 2u, a steady state is never established. When the aperture

dimension, _a, is known, the width of the main beam (2e,if 01 denotes the

"location of the first nulls) can be calculated, which in turn specifies

the minimum pulse duration, 2ui, (and the best attainable range resolution)

I for the establishment of a steady-state main beam.

The response of a discrete, phased array to a signal for elecuronic

t scanning has been studied and it was possible to determine the maximumI rate of scan in order to avoid pattern distortion. A detailed analysis

of the different regions of pattern response to a time signal in a

t typical pulse-compression system has also been given, which would be!i. extremely difficult to handle without the method presented herein.

18
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